
Integrated Security Solutions
Intrusion Panel with Integrated IP Video

The need for video alarm verification to reduce false 
alarms and provide appropriate response continues 
to grow. End users are also looking for simple ways 
to interact with their systems and see inside their 
home or business from their desktop or from a 
smart phone. 

Most systems available today require a third-party server 
or a cloud-based service. This can add complexity as well 
as additional costs for both the end user and installer.

An intelligent solution
With Bosch intrusion to video integration, there is no 
server required. The control panel treats the camera as an 
integrated device and provides commands directly via a 
local area network. This eliminates the need for a third-
party server and reduces costs.

B Series and G Series panels integrate with Bosch IP 
cameras, allowing the camera’s video motion detection 
to activate points on the panel and panel events 
to trigger camera actions, including sending video 
snapshots via e-mail. This provides an easy path 
toward video alarm verification.



Make the most out of intrusion detection and video surveillance. Verify alarms and deliver  
new services to end users with video snapshot alerts of system events sent right to their smart phones. 

Combining the modern capabilities of B Series and new G Series control panels with up to 16 Bosch IP 
cameras provides a seamless, cost-effective total security solution.

Features Benefits 
Alarm verification Receive video snapshots via email or text message from intrusion 

events, such as burglary and hold-up

Latch-key See images of who turned off the system to ensure that a child has 
returned home safe or an employee has opened the store at the 
correct time

Video motion detection reporting Use video motion detection built into the Bosch IP camera as  
an intrusion alarm to activate the local sounders and keypads, 
send a report to the central station receiver, or send text messages 
to up to 16 recipients

Video event/intrusion event synchronization Correlate intrusion alarm events with recorded video by activating  
a camera alarm from the intrusion system. Reduce nuisance reporting 
by sending video only when the system is turned on or during a 
specific time window

 Learn more at www.boschsecurity.us BINLE_IP-INTEGRATION_v20160614

One app for system control  
Remote Security Control enables users to view  
live video or still images from Bosch IP cameras 
integrated with the panels. It also allows users to 
turn on or off systems or areas as well as control 
connected outputs—including lights, garage doors, 
and more.
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